Acoustic Diffraction: Does It Matter?

This author's latest speaker study examines edge diffraction and what you can do to reduce it. By James Moriyasu

Cabinet edge diffraction has always been a major design concern for me. It is one thing to look at the sound pressure level (SPL) frequency response chart of a driver on a catalog page and another to measure the same driver in a cabinet. Instead of a smooth response that falls within 1−2dB, the tweeter's response above 1kHz develops multiple peaks and troughs that deviate by up to 2−3dB from flat. Most of these deviations from the "pure" driver response are caused by acoustic diffraction generated by the sharp edge of the cabinet. The edge of the driver mounting plate, the cavity caused by the cone of a midrange or bass driver, and the grille frame also contribute to the problem.

What causes edge diffraction is discussed in detail by D'Appolito. Basically, when a sound wave reaches the edge of the cabinet it is forced to expand into a much larger volume, which causes a pressure drop and the production of a second sound wave. D'Appolito also states that the radius of a rounded edge must be comparable to a wavelength to be effective. For example, he says that a ¼" radius rounded edge, which corresponds to a frequency of 18kHz, isn't going to help with those diffraction artifacts between 1−18kHz.

Is cabinet diffraction really a problem? According to Dickason there are two points of view regarding cabinet edge diffraction. One view states that it is insignificant because it is swamped by the reverberant field caused by a room and because much listening is done off-axis, which leads to a smoother response. The other point of view holds that image quality is compromised by diffraction.

This study attempts to measure the extent of acoustic edge diffraction and test possible solutions for reducing its levels. It does not make any attempt to determine its effect on the subjective quality of sound produced by a loudspeaker. Nor does it examine asymmetrical driver placement, which tends to smooth the effects of edge diffraction but does not reduce them.

TEST SETUP

I mounted a Morel MDT-29 tweeter and a Vifa P13WH midbass on an enclosure that had front baffle dimensions of 8¾" wide by 12" tall and 6½" deep. I centered the drivers along the vertical midpoint of the front baffle (Photo 1). The tweeter was flush-mounted since it has a ³⁄₃₂" thick front plate. The midbass opening was rabetted to a depth of ¼", leaving just enough clearance to cover the woofer with poster board. However, the frame of the driver is ¹⁄₈" below the plane of the baffle, which probably causes some diffraction.

I mounted the enclosure on an IEC baffle (Photo 2) and used duct tape to

PHOTO 1: Morel MDT-29 tweeter and Vifa P13WH (covered with poster board) mounted in enclosure.

PHOTO 2: Enclosure with drivers mounted on IEC baffle for measurement.

PHOTO 3: A test enclosure that is 8.875" wide and 56" tall.
cover gaps that were between \( \frac{1}{32} \)" to \( \frac{1}{16} \)" wide. The IEC baffle was lifted on a manual forklift so that the tweeter was 7′ from the ground. I placed the microphone 1m from the tweeter and made SPL measurements from 500Hz to 20kHz with Loudspeaker Measurement System (LMS) by LinearX.

**Measurements**

I made the first set of measurements, which examines diffraction from the tweeter front plate, with the Vifa P13WH covered with a square of poster board to eliminate diffraction from the midbass cavity. The poster board was \( \frac{1}{64} \)" thick and taped into place with duct tape that is \( \frac{1}{128} \)" thick.

*Figure 1* shows what happens when the flush-mounted tweeter is raised \( \frac{3}{32} \)" by loosening the screws and pulling the tweeter forward. This makes the tweeter appear as if it wasn't flush-mounted. The solid line is the tweeter SPL flush-mounted, the dotted line is when it is not flush-mounted, and the dashed line at 60dB is the difference of the non-flush-mounted over the flush-mounted responses.

There are up to 2dB increases between 3kHz and 6kHz and between 12kHz and 15kHz. There is a gradual 1dB dip at 3kHz and almost 2dB of loss between 8−11kHz. I was surprised to see this much diffraction-induced ripple below 5kHz since \( \frac{3}{32} \)" doesn't seem significant compared to the length of the sound waves at these frequencies. So, flush-mounting does significantly minimize diffraction from the edge of the tweeter mounting plate.

The next measurement examines how a midbass driver causes diffraction. In *Fig. 2* you see that after the mid-bass is uncovered, a 2dB depression oc-
curs between 1200Hz and 1700Hz, while a 1.75dB bump occurs between 2kHz and 2.8kHz. The solid line is the tweeter SPL when it is flush-mounted with the midbass covered, while the dotted line shows the midbass uncovered. There are other ripples of less than a dB above 3kHz, also. So, the cavity from a closely located midbass driver is a source of significant diffraction. Aside from using a flat-faced midrange, which is uncommon, there is nothing that you can do about this source of diffraction.

Of course, in real life no one would want an IEC baffle or two in their living room. So, Fig. 3 shows what happens when you remove the enclosure from the IEC baffle and measure the tweeter, with the woofer uncovered. The solid line is the response with the IEC baffle with the midbass uncovered, while the dotted line is the enclosure without the IEC baffle. A broad 2dB hump develops between 800Hz and 2.3kHz along with a 2dB depression between 2.3kHz and 3.5kHz due to cabinet edge diffraction. Additional ripples of less than a dB occur above 4kHz, too.

Figure 4 shows the 5” midbass driver SPL response with and without the IEC baffle. The response without the IEC baffle is the top line. The difference curve is similar to that in Fig. 3, with up to a 3dB hump developing between 600Hz and 2kHz. The lack of a dip above 2kHz may be due to the increased directivity of the midbass drive. In other words, there may be less energy at 90° off-axis to generate cabinet edge diffraction.

These humps, dips, and ripples develop because of the additional path length the sound waves must travel from the driver to the cabinet edge. A
One listen to the Audio Electronic Super Amp, or the more powerful Super Amp Signature, is all it takes. You will understand why all the reviews of the Super Amp are so strong. This is the vacuum tube amplifier all the guys are raving about on the net and at Audiophile club meetings. Triode, push-pull, zero feedback, balanced design with midrange to die for. The bass is so defined that you will marvel as you hear the individual bass strings and drum hits in your recording. The Super Amp is designed with the sweet spot of the tube in mind. In other words, very moderate voltage on the tubes for extraordinary tube life and intoxicating tonal balance. In simplistic terms, these are tube amps that work great, sound great, and are affordable. Bring a Super Amp into your future music enjoyment.
different size front baffle or different driver positions would cause peaks and valleys at different frequencies because of the path length differences.

I also conducted another experiment on a test enclosure that is 8.875″ wide and 56″ tall (Photo 3). In this set of measurements, the tweeter was equidistant from the sides and mounted at 4.5″ intervals down from the top. In Fig. 5 you see that the 4.5″ mounting distance has up to 2dB more peak or depression than the 9″ mounting distance. The 4.5″ mounting distance is the top, dotted line, and the difference curve is at 60dB.

It appears that positioning the tweeter further down from the top of the cabinet lessens diffraction ripple. This is probably because the wavelength paths from the tweeter to the cabinet edges vary more. In other words, when the tweeter is 4.5″ down from the top, it is also about 4.5″ from either side and about 6.4″ from the corners. So the path lengths vary between 4.5″ to 6.4″, a ratio of 1.4 to 1.

When the tweeter is 9.0″ down from the top, it is about 10″ from the corners. So the path lengths vary between 4.5″ to 10″, a ratio of 2.2 to 1, which probably accounts for the smoother response.

I also measured the tweeter 28″ down from the top, and it is up to 1dB smoother compared to the 9.0″ mounting position. These measurements suggest that D’Appolito-type designs—which feature a midrange or midwoofer above and below a tweeter—may have a somewhat smoother response than single mid-driver designs because of the greater spread of the path lengths to the cabinet edge. However, you must take into account the additional diffraction caused by the cavity of the extra driver.

I didn’t study diffraction caused by the grille frame because Joe D’Appolito regularly measures and reports on the effect in his reviews of loudspeakers. His measurements show that the typical grille frame causes 2−4dB ripples above 1kHz. “Typical” in this case means a grille frame that protrudes above the front baffle.
EDGE RELIEF
I then attempted to reduce cabinet edge diffraction by surrounding the tweeter/midbass enclosure with some sort of edge treatment. For these tests I built "shells" with rounded-over or beveled edges. I then inserted the enclosure with the 12" x 8\(\frac{3}{8}\)″ front baffle into the shell and took tweeter SPL measurements. The rounded-over shells had 4", 2", and 1" radii; the shells were built with poster board glued to \(\frac{1}{4}\)″ MDF frames (Photos 4, 5, and 6). The beveled shells were built to 4", 2", and 1" thickness with MDF and had a 45° bevel (Photos 7, 8, and 9). I built an additional shell with a dual bevel; its initial bevel was at 22° over 2" on \(\frac{3}{8}\)″ MDF which was then followed by a 45° bevel on \(\frac{1}{4}\)″ MDF. See Photo 10.

To see how much diffraction the edge treatments produced or didn't produce, and what frequencies were affected, I compared their SPL measurements to the ideal response, the IEC baffle. Figure 6 compares the SPL of the tweeter with a 4" radius to that of the response on an IEC baffle (solid, lower line). The difference curve is referenced to 60dB. Above 2kHz the diffraction effects are plus or minus a dB or less. However, below 2kHz, diffraction effects increase the SPL output by up to 2dB. Figure 7 shows that the 2" radius has similar performance above 2kHz but has more output below that level. Figure 8 shows the 1" radius has up to 3dB more output than the IEC baffle below 2kHz. Figure 9 compares the difference curves for the 4" radius to the 1" radius. They are very similar above 2kHz, but below that level the 4" radius has 1dB less output.

These measurements show that significant levels of diffraction exist below 2kHz despite the edge treatments. However, you could project that by doubling or quadrupling the radius, diffraction could be further reduced and possibly eliminated.

Knowing that some diffraction remains compared to an ideal situation is one thing. How do the edge treatments improve the ubiquitous sharp-edged cabinet? Figure 10 compares the SPL of the tweeter without edge treatment (top line, solid) to that with the 4" radius. The difference curve is referenced to 60dB. The radius reduces diffraction by 2dB at 2kHz, 2dB at 2.7kHz, and 1dB at 4.5kHz. Above those frequencies the ripple is less than 0.5dB. In Figs. 11 and 12 you see that as the radius decreases, the humps and dips become less pronounced. This means that the smaller radius shells have more diffraction than the 4" radius shell. Figure 13 compares the difference curves for the 4" radius to the 1" radius. This shows that the 4" radius
EXAMINING BEVELS

This study could have ended at this point, but I've always liked the chiseled look of a beveled edge. Despite their looks, I guessed that the 45° bevels wouldn't work as well as the radiuses. But I thought that the dual bevel might be almost as effective as the radiuses.

Figure 14 compares the SPL of the tweeter with a 4" bevel to that of the response on an IEC baffle (solid, lower line). The difference curve is referenced to 60dB. Above 2kHz the diffraction effects are plus or minus a little more than a decibel or less. However, below 2.3kHz, diffraction effects increase the SPL output by more than 2dB.

Figure 15 shows the 2" bevel to have similar performance above 2kHz but, oddly enough, a little less output below that level and a little more output below 900Hz. Figure 16 shows the 1" bevel has up to 3dB more output below 2kHz and a fraction of a decibel more diffraction above that by comparison. Figure 17 shows the dual bevel to have slightly more output below 1kHz, the least output between 1–2kHz, and similar effects above 2.5kHz.

Figure 18 compares the difference curves for the 4" bevel to the 1" bevel. They are very similar between 1–2kHz, while the 4" bevel has 1dB less output between 600Hz to 1000Hz. The 1" bevel is about 0.5dB better between 2.3kHz and 6kHz.

Figure 19 compares the SPL of the tweeter on an enclosure without edge treatment (top line, solid) to that with the 4" bevel. The difference curve is referenced to 60dB. The bevel reduces diffraction by 1dB or less at 1.8kHz, 2.7kHz, and 4.5kHz. Above those frequencies the ripple is less than 0.5dB. In Figs. 20 and 21 you see that as the bevel decreases there isn't any apparent reduction in reducing diffraction. This means that the smaller beveled shells are about as effective as the 4" beveled shell.

However, the dual bevel was even better at reducing diffraction (Fig. 22). The difference curve shows that it reduces diffraction by a little more than a dB at 1.5kHz, 2.7kHz, and 4.7kHz. Figure 23 compares the difference curves for the dual bevel to the 2" bevel. This shows that the dual bevel reduces diffraction by 1dB more than the 2" bevel below 2.7kHz.

It looks as though the 45° bevel really isn't the best choice for reducing edge diffraction. The dual bevel, because it starts with a more gradual 22° slope that transitions to a 45° bevel, is definitely the best of the bevels. It is still not quite as effective as a 4" radius, however.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the effects of acoustic diffraction from several
Edge diffraction from an unrecessed tweeter front plate can cause ripples in the SPL response by up to 4dB, peak to trough. Fortunately, this source of diffraction is easily eliminated by flush-mounting the tweeter.

Diffraction from the edge of the front baffle was the most persistent problem, because it caused response ripples of up to 5dB, peak to trough, between 600Hz and 5kHz. This was demonstrated by measuring a tweeter on an enclosure and comparing that to its response on an IEC baffle.

I evaluated the effectiveness of an edge treatment from two perspectives: how well it compares to an ideal response and how well it works in the real world. Compared to an IEC baffle, all of the edge treatments reduced diffraction ripple to a little over a dB above 2kHz, but below that level even a 4″ radius caused 2dB of additional output. Larger radiuses produced less diffraction than smaller radiuses but did not eliminate diffraction. 45° beveled edges were not as effective as radiuses, but a dual-bevel design was nearly as good as a 4″ radius.

The curious thing about the measurements with the edge treatments is that they don't trail off below 800Hz as in Fig. 3, which is the comparison of the enclosure without edge treatment to the IEC baffle. The only factor that could account for this variation is the longer path length from the tweeter to the back of the enclosure.

For example, the 4″ radius has 4.7″ more path length than the 1″ radius. But baffle size appears not to be the cause since the 4″ radius shell has less output than the 1″ shell and the 4″ radius shell is much bigger than the 1″ radius shell. Since these measurements show that diffraction causes 2-3dB of additional output from 2kHz all the way down to 500Hz—the limit of the gated measurement—and don't appear to be diminishing, these measurements imply that diffraction continues below that level.

At these frequencies the wavelengths are long enough not to cause cancellation, so all you see is a 2–3dB “step” response and no ripple. In essence, you can view diffraction as an effect that turns the entire perimeter of the cabinet front edge into a secondary sound source. This might be another reason why mini-monitors or narrow-faced audioXpress February 2003 19
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**TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM**

“Nothing less than total dynamite” HI-FI WORLD MAGAZINE

If you are the proud owner of any Rega arm why not utterly transform it into the league of super arms with the Origin live structural modification: $91. This modification will enable your Rega to perform at a level exceeding that of arms costing over $1700. Rewiring with high grade litz cable is also offered at an additional $85 and external rewiring is $99. All these modifications are available in kit form if you wish to do the job yourself or you can send us your arm for us to do the work.

“I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm into a real Giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge.” HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT (structural modification to an RB250)

WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE gave this modification a 5 star rating.

For arm modifications we normally turn around your arm in 1 - 2 days in Fig. 3, which is the comparison of the enclosure without edge treatment to the IEC baffle. The only factor that could account for this variation is the longer path length from the tweeter to the back of the enclosure.

For example, the 4″ radius has 4.7″ more path length than the 1″ radius. But baffle size appears not to be the cause since the 4″ radius shell has less output than the 1″ shell and the 4″ radius shell is much bigger than the 1″ radius shell. Since these measurements show that diffraction causes 2-3dB of additional output from 2kHz all the way down to 500Hz—the limit of the gated measurement—and don’t appear to be diminishing, these measurements imply that diffraction continues below that level.

At these frequencies the wavelengths are long enough not to cause cancellation, so all you see is a 2–3dB “step” response and no ripple. In essence, you can view diffraction as an effect that turns the entire perimeter of the cabinet front edge into a secondary sound source. This might be another reason why mini-monitors or narrow-faced audioXpress February 2003 19
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**OTHER KITS & PRODUCTS FROM ORIGIN LIVE INCLUDE:**

- **TURNTABLES (Kits & Retail)**
  “the best sounding deck here... sounds fantastic” WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE” group comparison test of 8 leading turntables

- **SILVER 250 TONEARM $729**
  Probably the best tonearm available at any price (except for the Silver Taper)

- **SILVER TAPER TONEARM $1491**

- **DC MOTOR UPGRADE**
  suitable to upgrade all turntables including Linn Lingo, Armageddon, Roksan, Thorens, Ariston, Rega, Systemdek etc $319
  Well reviewed as a massive upgrade for all turntables

**FULL INFORMATION ON WEB SITE OR CONTACT:-**

Origin live, 87 Chessel Crescent, Bitterne, Southampton SO19 4BT
Tel: 023 80442183 / 80578877   Fax: 023 80398905
E MAIL: originlive@originlive.com   WEB SITE: http://www.originlive.com
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**音频与表达**

**TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM**

“Nothing less than total dynamite” HI-FI WORLD MAGAZINE

如果您的 Rega 同轴臂未被完全转换，请参阅《音频与表达》中关于 Rebut 的结构改良 - $91。这项改良将使您的 Rega 在性能上达到一个更高的水平，远超 $1700 以上的手臂成本。用高线性度的线材重新布线也可选择 $85 的额外费用。所有这些改良都可以在套件形式下提供，如果您想自己动手，或者将手臂寄给我们进行制作。

“我必须说，Rega 的改良把普通的手臂改成了真正的巨人杀手。灰色、冷淡的烹饪 Rega 情绪已经消失。相反，音色鲜艳，动态性有极高的速度和冲击力，而且声场非常大。” HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT (结构改良 RB250)

WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE 给这项改良评了5星。

对于臂部改良，我们通常能在1-2天内完成您的臂部。
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**OTHER KITS & PRODUCTS FROM ORIGIN LIVE INCLUDE:**

- **TURNTABLES（套件及零售）**
  “最令人满意的大平板...听起来非常棒” WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE 小组比较测试8款顶级转盘

- **SILVER 250 TONEARM $729**
  可能是最超值音臂，除 Silver Taper 以外的所有转盘

- **SILVER TAPER TONEARM $1491**

- **DC MOTOR UPGRADE**
  适用于所有转盘，包括 Linn Lingo, Armageddon, Roksan, Thorens, Ariston, Rega, Systemdek 等 $319
  高评价为所有转盘提供巨大升级

**FULL INFORMATION ON WEB SITE OR CONTACT:-**

Origin live, 87 Chessel Crescent, Bitterne, Southampton SO19 4BT
Tel: 023 80442183 / 80578877   Fax: 023 80398905
E MAIL: originlive@originlive.com   WEB SITE: http://www.originlive.com
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Acoustic Diffraction
(from p. 19)

Loudspeakers can often image better than larger systems.

Compared to an enclosure with no edge treatment, a 4" radius edget reduced diffraction ripples from an un-treated enclosure by up to 2dB. These ripples occurred between 1−5kHz. There were variations of less than 0.5dB above 5kHz. Again, 45° beveled edges were not as effective as radiuses, but a dual-bevel design was nearly as good as a 4" radius.

Earlier, I pointed out that a ¾" radius isn’t going to help reduce diffraction very much. However, a 1" radius did reduce diffraction by 1−2dB between 2−5kHz. So, there exists some benefit in using a ½" radius on a cabinet edge.

Implementing edge treatments into a cabinet design can be challenging, so you must weigh the benefits against the effort required. A ¼" radius router bit is pretty easy to use if you have a router table. I have a 1½" radius router bit, but it is a little scary to use. The dual-bevel design isn’t that difficult for the average woodworker to build. The 4" radius could be accomplished with a custom router bit, specialty plywood shapes, laminates, or custom cardboard. This would certainly be the realm of the expert woodworker.

Finally, integrating the grille frame with a stepped front baffle can eliminate diffraction caused by the frame. Photo 11 shows a recent design that uses a 1½" radius router bit to shape the grille frame and the cabinet front edge. The only modest drawback to this approach is the need to flush-mount the drivers. This tends to limit your choice of tweeters, and there is some additional diffraction caused by the mid-driver being recessed.

I have also built a system that has a grille frame with a 22° bevel that is integrated with a stepped front baffle. The edge of the cabinet sides was beveled with a 45° angle, so the design was very much like the dual-bevel edge that was tested in this study.

This study only scratches the surface of the subject. Could more be done to reduce or minimize cabinet edge diffraction? I limited the edge treatments to what would be considered practical, but perhaps even larger radiuses could be implemented.

Of course, the most important question yet to be answered is how much diffraction takes away from the listening experience. Do loudspeaker systems with less edge diffraction sound better or image better than others? A double-blind study comparing a low-diffraction system versus a high-diffraction version might provide some answers.
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